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Bologna 2023 Children’s and YA Frontlist 1

Young Adult

Publication:
February 2023
Running Press Kids

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (World): Running 
Press Kids / Hachette Book 
Group

NerdCrush
Alisha Emrich
An homage to nerd culture and a charming teen romance for anyone who's ever felt 
misunderstood, pitched as You Should See Me in a Crown meets You've Got Mail.

Life-affirming and tender, NERDCRUSH is a story about being honest even if it might mean 
getting rejected, and finding the courage to be yourself when it feels like no one else 
understands who that is.

Sixteen-year-old Ramona Lambert has a crush on Caleb Woolf, the cute boy in her history class. 
But they’ve never spoken—in fact, Ramona is pretty sure that Caleb has no idea she even exists. 
But when Ramona becomes Rel, her cosplay character, she can do anything—even work up the 
courage to email Caleb from Rel’s account and tell him how she really feels. Ramona is ecstatic 
when he replies, but their cyber romance threatens to implode when Caleb starts working with 
Ramona at Tomlin’s Diner and they strike up a real-life friendship.  Ramona has to decide 
whether she’ll hide behind Rel forever or take a chance that Caleb might actually like her for 
who she really is.

Alisha writes YA fiction about awkward Black girls finding their happily ever afters. She has always 
loved stories of all kinds, but especially ones where the nerdy girl gets the cute guy. Alisha holds a B.A. 
in English from Armstrong Atlantic University, and an M.A. in English and an M.A. in Creative 
Writing from Southern New Hampshire University where she has just completed her MFA in Young 
Adult fiction. Alisha lives in Richmond Hill, Georgia with her family where she is at work on her next 
book.

Represented by: Laura Cameron
Contact: lcameron@transatlanticagency.com

"With a light touch, humor, and 
honesty, Alisha Emrich’s 
NerdCrush delves into issues of 
family expectations, the mistakes 
we make in the name of first love, 
and the big chances we take to 
win the heart of our crushes. 
Lovers of cosplay and big 
romantic gestures won’t be 
disappointed.” —Natasha Deen, 
author of The Signs and Wonders 
of Tuna Rashad
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Young Adult

Publication:
August 2022
Lee & Low

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (NA): Lee and Low 
Publishers

Echoes of Grace
Guadalupe García McCall
A Kirkus Best Young Adult Book of 2022, this Mexican-American gothic psychological ghost 
story features sisters whose relationship is fractured after a terrible tragedy. Moving 
between the present and two years earlier, this story has roots as deep as mesquite and a 
heart as wide as the Texas sky.

While waiting for her sister, Mercy, and taking care of her two-year-old nephew, Alexander, 
Grace has a strange vision, an echo, as she calls the gift of second sight she inherited from her 
deceased mother. On the porch, a fuzzy, black caterpillar dies, withers, and decomposes in her 
nephew's hand. Horrified, Grace slaps the dreadful thing away. However, because she is helping 
her grandmother, Grace loses track of Alexander and he is run over by a car. Their new neighbor, 
a young man the girls haven’t met yet, rushes over to help, but they are too late. Alexander 
passes away at the emergency room.

This incident sets off a chain of events in which Grace flounders to restore her relationship with 
her sister, while swimming against a current of strange, bewildering echoes. Flashbacks, 
premonitions, and visitations from the other side all weave a mysterious tapestry that weighs 
heavily on Grace’s shoulders as she tries to navigate memories of a time three years earlier when 
she ran away from home and lost a week of her life. In the present—amidst the mundanities of 
college homework and dating—Grace tries to figure out if the things happening in her world are 
memories or premonitions of things yet to unfold. As she recovers time lost, Grace comes closer 
to reconciling with Mercy, even as she remembers, bit by bit, the horrible thing that happened to 
her when she spent a week with her maternal grandmother in Mexico—a grandmother she had 
been told was long gone. The things her regained memory reveal shed light on old family 
secrets. ECHOES OF GRACE explores how the generational abuse, violence, and femicide that 
have plagued and haunted women of color for centuries transcend and reverberate through time 
and place in our world, regardless of race, culture, or social standing.

Guadalupe García McCall is the author of several critically acclaimed novels including Under the 
Mesquite which received the Pura Belpre Author Award, was a William C. Morris Finalist, the Lee 
Bennett Hopkins/International Literacy Promising Poet Award, the Tomas Rivera Children’s Book 
Award, and was a Kirkus Review Best Teen Book of 2011. Her second novel, Summer of the 
Mariposas, won a Westchester Young Adult Fiction award, was a finalist for the Andre Norton 
Award for Young Adult Science Fiction and Fantasy, and was a 2012 School Library Journal’s Best 
Books of the Year. Her most recent novel, All The Stars Denied, is a Writers' League of Texas Finalist.

Represented by: Andrea Cascardi
Contact: andrea@transatlanticagency.com

*Dark foreboding and deep love 
mingle, but the mystery of how 
they are connected to Grace 
drives the page-turning plot. Rich 
with symbolism, allusions, and 
haunted psyches, there is a gothic 
edge to McCall’s magical realism. 
...This is a breathtaking story of 
sisterhood, familia, fighting the 
demons of generational trauma 
and femicide, and moving forward 
with fresh dreams despite the 
scars. 



A nouveau gothic tale with roots 
as deep as mesquite and a heart as 
wide as the Texas sky.



—Starred Review, Kirkus Reviews


*In this elaborately plotted 
gothic mystery set in modern-day 
South Texas, García McCall 
expertly weaves together the 
personal and family history of an 
18-year-old with an inherited 
ability known as echoes—“a kind 
of woman’s intuition with sights 
and sounds and smells”—as she 
pieces together heartbreaking 
past events in the aftermath of a 
present-day family tragedy. … 
García McCall crafts a haunting, 
intrigue-laden update on the 
genre that—through critiques of 
generational trauma cycles 
wrought through femicide and 
gender-based violence—demands 
accountability and action. —
Starred Review, Publishers Weekly
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Young Adult

Publication:
July 2021
Green Writers Press

Film/TV:
Not Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English: Green Writers Press

The Dreamcatcher Codes
Barbara Newman
FOUR GIRLS. FOUR DIRECTIONS. ONE PURPOSE.

The earth is gasping for breath, its only hope is the sacred Codes of Nature. But they’ve been 
stolen—snatched by a giant raven during a raging storm. SOPHIA ROSE, Guardian of Mother 
Earth, has summoned MAIA from the North to lead FALCON, AVA, and YUE, on a quest to find 
the Codes and save the planet. But the odds are against the young rescuers. Time is running out 
— the bees are dying, the oceans are filled with plastic, and a dark energy lurks in the shadows, 
threatening their search. Powered by the elements of earth, air, fire and water, and messages 
from mystical dreamcatchers, this fierce sisterhood must rely on courage, mythic horses, and 
each other if they are to succeed. Ultimately, their epic adventure takes them on a daring 
journey into a deeper understanding of their own unique place in the universe.

Barbara always wanted to be a cowgirl. Growing up in New York didn’t stop her. She took that can-
do spirit and became an award-winning global creative director, leaving an indelible mark on brand 
culture. After hearing an NPR story about the American cowgirl, she was so inspired, she followed the 
spark, left the ad world, and found herself in Montana, Wyoming, and Texas filming a documentary 
about their lives. It was out west where Barbara fell in love with the natural world, the power of the 
landscape, and what it means to be an environmental steward. It was also where she connected with 
indigenous elders and their wisdom teachings. Barbara is an advocate for building cultural bridges 
and emboldening women and girls. She has facilitated leadership programs for schools, Girl Scouts of 
America, and other organizations, and was part of the think tank that inspired the Fred Rogers 
Center for Children’s Media and Education. She lives with her family in the Berkshire Mountains of 
Western, Massachusetts, on Mohican tribal land. This book is her love letter to Mother Earth and all 
her daughters.

Represented by: Chandler Crawford
Contact: chandler@transatlanticagency.com

Nautilus Book Award: Young Adult Fiction

International Impact Award: Multicultural Fiction

and Environment

Independent Press Award: Visionary Fiction

National Independent Publisher Award: Young

Adult Fiction/Fantasy

Skipping Stones Award: Nature and Ecology

Green Earth Book Award: Young Adult Fiction

”Imagination, adventure, and hope 
rests within these pages.”

—Great-Grandmother Mary Lyons, 
Ojibwe Elder and Author



”A Wrinkle in Time for a new 
generation.” —Grace Agnew, 
author of Sanctuary



“A timely and lushly drawn story 
about fearless young women 
blazing new paths for themselves

and Mother Earth.” —Courtney 
Maum, author of The Year of the 
Horses

“Breathtaking...This will make you 
wish you had a magical flying 
horse.”— Lance Rubin, author of

Crying Laughing and Denton 
Little's Deathdate



”This book is a homecoming, it is 
medicine for the soul, and it is 
frankly glorious.”

—Clare Dubois, founder, 
TreeSisters.org


”Imagine Madeleine L’Engle and 
Starhawk merged with Joy Harjo . 
. . transports readers.”

—Cassie Premo Steele Ph.D., 
award-winning poet/novelist
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Young Adult

Publication:
September 2022
Red Deer Press

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (World): Red Deer 
Press

Behind the Label
Gloria & Willa

Lorna Schultz Nicholson
The 5th book in the One-2-One series about a diverse group of fictional teens connected 
through a Best Buddies high-school program.

Gloria, an impulsive, naïve and likeable teen with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder, tries to keep 
her family together while their mother’s addictions threaten a move to foster care. 



Willa, an older teen with a learning disability, wants to play in a rock band where her gifts truly 
shine, but her mother’s controlling and perfectionistic personality―and Willa’s increasingly 
abusive boyfriend―cause her unhappiness.



When Gloria and Willa are partnered in a school club, they soon come to appreciate and depend 
on each other in a world that at times seems counter to their dreams.

Lorna Schultz Nicholson is the author of 50 books for young people. The first four titles in the 
One-2-One series were all nominated for the Red Maple Forest of Reading award. She is also the 
author of the recent novels, When You Least Expect It and Taking the Ice. A frequent presenter in 
schools, Lorna also speaks at writing workshops and conferences. She lives in Edmonton with her 
husband, and the quirky dog she rescued from Mexico.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

“BEHIND THE LABEL is an intimate 
story told with the alternating 
voices of Willa and Gloria. 
Presenting both teens’ 
perspectives in this way allows 
the reader to more deeply 
understand the struggles that 
each character faces throughout 
the novel. Presenting the two 
from very different socio-
economic worlds, but pairing 
them together in their struggles 
with special needs, offers a fresh 
perspective into how, although 
people sometimes see themselves as 
alone, they may be more similar to 
others than they first think. The 
author does a solid job of 
rounding out the characters and 
creating believable situations 
despite the many heavy topics 
presented in the novel. This novel 
is filled to the brim with sad 
reality, joy, and hope. It would be 
an excellent read for teens 
looking to see themselves as more 
than just a label. Highly 
Recommended” –CM: Canadian 
Review of Materials


"written in first-person 
narratives, giving the reader a 
glimpse into the mind of each 
girl, making the text deceptively 
simple in some cases. The simple 
text covers heavier themes of 
addiction, abuse, bullying, and 
neglect, while also highlighting 
how someone with FASD or 
dyslexia may experience them. This 
makes the book more enticing to 
the reader, instead of third-
person narration, which doesn't 
give such detailed insight to the 
characters...a good book to help 
readers understand how others 
face different challenges, and 
how everyone deserves fair 
treatment and the opportunity to 
thrive. Both characters are well 
developed and likeable. While 
there are darker themes discussed 
in the book, it is still suitable for 
younger YA readers, but will hold 
the interest of older teens." —
Canadian Children's Book News


“Another masterfully woven 
story, Lorna Schultz Nicholson 
shines in this authentic portrayal 
of two young people whose lives 
and experiences cannot possibly 
fit together. Unless they can.” —
Valerie Sherrard, author of more 
than 30 books for children and 
teens



“Navigating high school is no 
walk in the park, particularly for 
young people who grow up with 
learning differences, or mental 
health issues, or a stressful home 
life, or insensitive peers, or all of 
the above thrown in together. 
Lorna Schultz Nicholson does a 
masterful job in drawing her 
characters Gloria and Willa, with 
their own gifts and challenges, 
and shows us that who you are is 
a beautiful cornucopia of human 
being — all worth loving, and 
capable of meeting this crazy 
mixed-up world and coming out 
on top. Thank-you, thank-you for 
this wonderful book.” —Pamela 
Porter, Governor General’s 
Literary Award winner
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Young Adult

Publication:
July 2022
Amulet/Abrams

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (World): Amulet/
Abrams

Turkish: Alfa Basım Yayım 
Dağıtım Ltd.

Lia and Beckett's 
Abracadabra
Amy Noelle Parks
This romantic comedy, set in a magic-themed resort town, is a Romeo-and-Juliet love story, 
with illusions instead of duels and a happy ending instead of death.

Despite her family’s objections, seventeen-year-old Lia Sawyer is thrilled to get a mysterious 
invitation from her grandmother to compete in a magic contest.

To keep the classic Starlight Theater in her family and secure her own future as a magician, Lia 
needs to unlock the secrets to a series of magic tricks from her grandmother’s old act and use 
what she learns to craft a contest-winning performance. Trouble is, she’s going to be judged by a 
bunch of old-school magicians who think that because she’s a girl, her only magical talents lie in 
wearing sparkly dresses, providing distractions, and getting sawed, crushed, or stretched.

 

Lia can’t rely on her grandmother for help because she’s disappeared, leaving behind only a few 
obscure clues and an order to stay away from Blackwell boys, the latest generation of a rival 
magic family. Lia totally plans to follow her grandmother’s rule ― until the cute boy she meets 
on the beach turns out to be Beckett Blackwell.

Amy Noelle Parks is an associate professor at Michigan State University. When she's not using One 
Direction lyrics as a writing prompt, she's helping future teachers recover from the trauma of years of 
school mathematics. She lives in Michigan with her husband and two daughters. Amy is also the 
author of the YA novel, The Quantum Weirdness of the Almost-Kiss which is published by Abrams 
in the US, Rowohlt in Germany, Wydawnictwo Literackie in Poland, Piter in Russia, and Ren Kitap in 
Turkey.

Represented by: Elizabeth Bennett & Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

"The romance sizzles with slow-
burn longing. . .The author crafts 
captivating descriptions of the 
various magic acts and ensures 
that even the supporting 
characters have fleshed-out 
storylines. . .An enchanting 
enemies-to-lovers romance." 
―Kirkus Reviews, STARRED

"The romance between Lia and 
Beckett is full of excellent 
banter and slow-burn chemistry. . 
.The behind-the-scenes peek into 
the world of illusions and stage 
magic will delight even readers 
without a strong interest in 
magic." ―School Library Journal



"Lia and Beckett’s chemistry is no 
illusion; Parks deftly merges 
their gentle blossoming romance 
with the mystique of conjuring, 
mind games, and card tricks to 
deliver an intriguing look into 
the behind-the-scenes world of 
stage magic, couched in a playful 
romantic comedy." ―Publishers 
Weekly
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Young Adult

Publication:
Spring 2023
ECW Press

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North American): 
ECW Press

The Grimmer
Naben Ruthnum
A YA thriller with elements of the supernatural that you will not soon forget, THE GRIMMER 
is in the tradition of Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book and for readers of Cemetery Boys by 
Aiden Thomas, by screenwriter and award-winning writer Naben Ruthnum.

Meet Vish Maurya. Vish lives in Kelowna B.C., a small Western city famous for its gorgeous lake 
and idyllic California-style summer climate. For Vish, Kelowna should really be known for its total 
lack of culture, 90% white population, and absence of other 13-almost-14-year-olds who like 
heavy metal and books as much as he does.

But this July, it’s not only tourists visiting the lake. A rift between dimensions has opened in the 
watery depths, and Vish is about to find out that only a gentle membrane and a ticking clock 
separate the people he loves most and reality from an invasion of beings who exist at a blurring 
point where time and space blend to become terrifying, demonic life. 



In The Grimmer, the small-town supernatural mysteries of John Bellairs are updated via the 
fraught emotional relationships of Stranger Things, in a story where the blurring point between 
kid and adult means being open to what needs to be done and what the people you love need 
from you most, even if it means scaring yourself more than you thought possible.

Award-winning author and screenwriter Naben Ruthnum’s first novel Find You in the Dark, was an 
instant bestseller, an Arthur Ellis Awards finalist for Best First Novel and optioned for TV by eOne 
and sold in the UK/ANZ, Germany, Spain, and Azerbaijan. His latest thriller, Your Life Is Mine, also 
an instant bestseller, was recently optioned by Markham Street Productions. Ruthnum is cowriting 
his original series in development with Sphere Media called The Cuckoo Treatment. He is the author 
of the narrative nonfiction bestseller, CURRY: Eating, Reading, and Race and his debut literary 
fiction novel A Hero of Our Time is forthcoming in 2022 from M&S Penguin Random House 
Canada. THE GRIMMER is his debut YA thriller, he is at work on his next thriller.

Represented by: Samantha Haywood
Contact: samantha@transatlanticagency.com
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Young Adult

Publication:
September 2022
DCB/Cormorant Books

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
DCB/Cormorant Books

Made 4 You
Eric Walters
It's all in the genes

Becky Lawrence lives in a small town where nothing much ever happens. Padding her college 
applications with good grades and volunteer work ― while also managing the boys’ basketball 
team and playing in the school band ― is her main focus, so when her guidance counsellor asks 
her to show a new student around, she agrees. It’ll be great fodder for a reference letter.

But there’s something very different about the new student, Gene Newman. He’s been 
homeschooled his entire life and he’s as brilliant academically as he is socially awkward. Gene 
also proves to be a gifted saxophone player and makes the school band, and his rapidly 
developed basketball skills allow him to play for the school team. Embarrassingly, Becky suspects 
he’s never played the sax or basketball before, and just wants to spend more time with her. But 
nobody could possibly learn new things that quickly … Right?



With Becky’s help, Gene also quickly develops his social skills and learns to fit in. He’s certainly 
different from anybody Becky has ever known. In fact, Gene is like nobody else. As they become 
closer, Gene confides in Becky that he has a secret. More than that, he IS a secret. And, 
apparently, it’s a secret worth killing for.

Eric Walters is the author of over 100 books for young readers, including the popular Rule of Three 
post-apocalyptic adventure series. His recent middle grade novel The King of Jam Sandwiches won 
the 2020 Governor General’s Award for a children’s novel. He is currently nominated for the Astrid 
Lindgren Memorial Award for the third time, and his books have been published in fourteen 
languages.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

“MADE 4 YOU is a perfect mixture 
of mystery, romance, and pulse-
pounding action, but it’s also a 
timely and compassionate look at 
how we define our identities. 
Walters has created a protagonist 
we can relate to and a love 
interest we want to meet ... Gene 
is talented and awkward and 
endlessly earnest, and readers 
will root for him as he tries to 
find his own version of normal. 
The plot is fueled by the mystery 
of Gene’s origins, and Walters 
expertly unravels that central 
mystery while maintaining the 
angst and self-doubt and bursts 
of joy of a brand-new teenage 
relationship. At its heart, the 
story suggests that even if we 
were amazing at everything we 
tried, the most important things 
in life would still be the people 
we love and the connections we 
forge with them. That’s the real 
message behind Made 4 You, and 
it’s one worth sharing.” — Wesley 
King, #1 New York Times 
bestselling author of OCDaniel 
and A World Below


“[MADE 4 YOU] is a story that has 
it all: sweet moments of falling 
in love, mysterious scientific 
research, and chase scenes across 
land and sky. Moreover, with Eric 
Walters at the writing helm, not 
only is it a story made for any 
middle-grader or teen who reads 
across genres, MADE 4 YOU is also 
complex, nuanced and full of 
heart.” ―CanLit for Little 
Canadians



“MADE 4 YOU is a superhero story 
with a twist … the combination 
of mystery, romance and non-
stop action will appeal to young 
readers.” —CM Magazine

"The talented but strange new kid 
at school is more than he appears
—and the target of more danger 
than anyone would guess....[a] 
fish-out-of-water high school 
romance with a twist." —Kirkus 
Reviews
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Young Adult

Publication:
TBD 2023
Allen & Unwin Australia

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (ANZ): Allen & Unwin

Two Can Play That Game
Leanne Yong
Always Be My Maybe x Dimple Met Rishi 

Sam Khoo doesn't want to sacrifice her dream of developing a video game that's her magnum 
opus to go to university like her parents want her to. But when she ends up competing with 
Jay Chua for a ticket to a con that'll launch her career, she starts to wonder if success is all 
that matters.

TWO CAN PLAY THAT GAME is a contemporary coming of age/romantic comedy set in the 
world of indie video games. Samantha Khoo has spent the last year of high school laboring over 
her magnum opus: a video game called Vinculum. As an honors student who's won a scholarship 
to university, Samantha is the pride of her family and her Australian-Malaysian community. The 
only problem is, she doesn't want to go to university and end up coding for Silicon Valley bros. 
She dreams of striking out on her own as an indie game developer, and creating games of art 
that inspire others like her.



If Sam can get a super-rare ticket to a convention run by the developers of a wildly popular indie 
game, she’ll have the opportunity to pitch her own game to them and kickstart her career. But 
when family acquaintance Jaysen Chua pulls a fast one on Sam to grab the last tickets for 
himself, she issues him an ultimatum: Put the tickets on the line in a one-on-one competition of 
classic indie games, or become a social pariah in their Malaysian community when she 
broadcasts his duplicity to all the aunties and uncles.



The rules are simple: Five games. Five rounds. One winner.



With university enrollment deadlines looming, Sam needs to defeat her nemesis, Jay the Jerk, 
and prove to her traditional parents that her game is worth dropping a free ride to a stable 
career. She definitely doesn’t need to be distracted from the only goal she’s spent all high school 
working towards, by having a good time and enjoying Jay’s company while they scheme against 
each other. But when their competition comes to their families’ attention, Sam and Jay find 
themselves swarmed by overjoyed relatives who think they make a great match.



Except Sam isn’t looking for love right now.  All she wants is to find success, and prove she can 
make it on her own. Or is that all? When her dreams come crashing down, that’s when she finds 
out that going it alone may not be the only way to win.

Leanne Yong is the owner of an escape room in Sydney, Australia. This is her debut novel.

Represented by: Andrea Cascardi
Contact: andrea@transatlanticagency.com

“A relatable, fire-cracking story 
about chasing your dreams. Sam 
Khoo stole my heart.” —Wai Chim, 
award-winning author of THE 
SURPRISING POWER OF A GOOD 
DUMPLING.
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Middle Grade

Publication:
March 2023
Christy Ottaviano/Little 
Brown Books for Young 
Readers

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
North American

Miracle
Karen Chow
In this beautifully-rendered story reminiscent of Summerlost, an Asian-American girl struggles 
to find herself through friendship and music after her beloved father's death.

Eleven-year-old Amie Cheung struggles with everything she used to love once her beloved father 
dies. She and her mom decide to take up new hobbies to find out who they are without Ba-ba.  
But the further Amie moves from her old routine, the more she leaves behind her father’s 
memory. Soon, headaches begin to affect everything she does.



Afraid to tell anyone about them,  they escalate when she even thinks about picking up the 
violin. As pain and frustration with herself drive her from the people and things she once loved, 
Amie will need to find herself and her music again—but it may take nothing short of a miracle.

Eleven-year-old Amie Cheung has spent her life perfectly in tune with everything her cancer-
ridden father wanted for her. She played violin, Ba-ba’s favorite instrument, and read his favorite 
books. After he dies, Amie cannot seem to find the music again. The violin that she played every 
day for Ba-ba, and that formerly sang at her touch, is halting and flat just like Amie and her 
mother feel.



Amie tries playing video games with the new girl next door and composing music with her friend 
Rio—all the while forcing herself to keep practicing the violin. But the further Amie moves from 
her old routine, the more she leaves behind her father’s memory. Soon, headaches begin to 
affect everything she does.



Headaches could mean cancer, so she doesn’t tell anyone about them but they escalate when 
she even thinks about picking up the violin. As pain and frustration with herself drive her from 
the people and things she once loved, Amie will need to find herself and her music again—but it 
may take nothing short of a miracle.

Karen Chow lives in Arizona with her family. This is her debut novel.

Represented by: Andrea Cascardi
Contact: andrea@transatlanticagency.com

Portraying variations on grief 
experiences amid a community 
slowly adjusting after a shared 
loss, Chow honors the tween 
protagonist’s complexities and 
priorities as explored via Amie’s 
candid voice. Auditory imagery, 
Harry Potter references, and 
nods to the Chinese American 
family’s cultural expression 
ground the narrative, while 
chapter epigraphs define music 
theory metaphors. —Publishers 
weekly
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Middle Grade

Publication:
February 2023
Tundra Books/PRH Canada

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
Tundra Books/PRH Canada

The Big Sting
Rachelle Delaney
A visit to Leo's grandfather's farm turns upside down when his grandmother's bee hives are 
stolen. A light-hearted and funny middle-grade novel for fans of Rebecca Stead and Lynda 
Mullaly Hunt.

Eleven-year-old Leo is an “armchair adventurer.” This, according to Dad, means he’d choose 
adventures in books or video games over real-life experiences. And while Leo hates the label, he 
can’t argue with it. Unlike his little sister Lizzie, Leo is not a risk-taker.

So when he, Lizzie, Mom and Dad leave the city to visit Grandpa on Heron Island, Leo finds all 
kinds of dangers to avoid — from the deep, dark ocean to an old barn on the verge of collapse. 
But nothing on the island is more fearsome than Grandpa himself — Leo has never met anyone 
so grumpy! According to Mom, Grandpa is still grieving the recent death of his wife, a beekeeper 
beloved by everyone on the island.

 

Despite Leo’s best efforts to avoid it, adventure finds him anyway when Grandma’s beehives go 
missing in the dead of night. Infuriated, Grandpa vows to track down the sticky-fingered thieves 
himself … with risk-averse Leo and danger-loving Lizzie (plus a kitten named Mayhem) in tow.

Rachelle Delaney is the author of several middle grade novels, including Alice Fleck's Recipes for 
Disaster, which was shortlisted for the 2022 Silver Birch Fiction Award. When she’s not writing 
novels or teaching creative writing, Rachelle is most likely outside on a hiking or biking trail, or 
planning her next adventure. Her travels have taken her tree-climbing in Costa Rica, searching for 
pygmy elephants in Borneo, horse-riding with gauchos in Chile, and tracking down stray dogs in 
Russia. She lives in Vancouver.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

A Junior Library Guild Gold Standard Selection

"Readers who love adventure will 
enjoy the overall plot ... A sweetly 
engaging novel exploring family 
relationships." —Kirkus Reviews


"This character-forward 
beekeeping mystery considers the 
limitations of labels and the 
authentic messiness of IRL 
adventures." —Publishers Weekly
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Middle Grade

Publication:
March 2023

Penguin Random House 
Canada

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
Penguin Random House

A Green Velvet Secret
Vicki Grant
Letters from beyond the grave and a green velvet dress reveal a secret to Yardley’s beloved 
grandmother; for fans of The Parker Inheritance and The List of Things That Will Not Change.

Yardley and her grandmother, Gidge, are best friends. Sharing a love of vintage clothing and 
quirky jewelry, Yardley and Gidge spend a lot of time together, which suits Yardley just fine.

Kids her own age aren’t that interesting, and her parents are often busy with their small theatre 
company. So when Gidge reveals to Yardley and her parents that she has been diagnosed with 
terminal cancer, Yardley is devastated. Gidge, on the other hand, seems to embrace her last days 
with vigor, writing goodbye letters and selling off her expansive wardrobe to Over Easy Vintage 
Emporium. Yardley finds solace at Over Easy, befriending the owner, Con, and, begrudgingly, his 
nephew, Harris, a boy her age. And when a strange woman walks into the store claiming to win 
a prize — Gidge’s green velvet dress — in a contest she doesn’t remember entering, Yardley 
starts to believe her grandmother may have come back to life. Reluctantly accepting Harris’ offer 
to help, Yardley sets out in search of this mysterious woman — only to discover there’s much 
more to her — and to her grandmother — than she ever imagined.

Vicki Grant is the author of fourteen books including 36 Questions That Changed My Mind About 
You which was sold into 22 territories. They have consistently garnered her recognition from the 
American Library Association, the Canadian Library Association and The Canadian Children’s Book 
Centre. (For a complete list of awards and nominations, please see Vicki's website here.) Vicki is also 
an award-winning television scriptwriter. She has written almost 100 episodes of children’s TV and is 
set to begin work on her third documentary soon.

Represented by: Fiona Kenshole
Contact: fiona@transatlanticagency.com
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Middle Grade

Publication:
Spring 2024
Tundra Books/Penguin 
Random House Canada

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (Canada & US): 
Tundra Books/PRH Canada

Emily Posts
Tanya Lloyd Kyi
With a light touch and plenty of humor, EMILY POSTS explores issues of social media, 
influence, corporate sponsorship… and the fraught waters of middle-school friendship.

Emily’s the ringleader for her school podcast, Cedarview Speaks — Sponsored by CoastFresh!, but 
her plans for middle-school fame and social-media influence are derailed when Amelie joins her 
eighth-grade class. The new arrival has a seemingly endless supply of confidence and a gift for 
leading people. Or leading them astray, as far as Emily’s concerned.

Emily puts her old-fashioned sense of etiquette into practice. Rather than confronting Amelie, 
she focusses her energy on creating a podcast story about an upcoming climate march. But her 
story is censored by the school principal. When she protests, Emily gets cut from the podcast 
crew… and Amelie takes her place!



Can Emily use her influence to spread the news of the climate march, reclaim her place on the 
podcast team, and expose the flaws of CoastFresh? Can she balance her impeccable, Emily-Post-
inspired manners with twenty-first century activism? And how will she ever manage to work 
alongside Amelie?

Tanya Lloyd Kyi is the author of more than thirty books for children and young adults, including the 
recent middle grade novels Me and Banksy and Mya's Strategy to Save the World. She writes 
middle grade novels about girls changing the world, and nonfiction books about science, pop culture, 
and curious combinations of the two. She's also a lecturer with the University of British Columbia 
School of Creative Writing and a frequent presenter to schools and libraries.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

Praise for Me and Banksy:

“As incisive as it is funny, Me and 
Banksy offers strongly drawn 
characters and sharp insights 
about protest, victimization, and 
the precarious nature of 
surveillance.” —STARRED REVIEW, 
Quill & Quire



“Kyi . . . examines the large and 
small impacts of living in a 
surveillance society, but her 
faith in youth and art makes this 
story anything but dystopian.” —
Publishers Weekly
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Middle Grade

Publication:
June 2022
Dundurn Press

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (World [Audio: 
OrangeSky Audio]): Dundurn 
Press

Korean: Lime Co.

What the Dog Knows
Sylvia McNicoll
Naomi’s dog Diesel returns from the afterlife with one mission, and Naomi can hear his 
thoughts. Can he save her?

It’s the hottest, worst month of 13-year-old Naomi’s life. Dad’s lost his job, Mom kicked him out, 
and then Diesel, her dog, is run over by a Smart Car. But when Naomi dives off a dock and hits 
her head on a rock, she wakes up six days earlier to a whole new chance at life, one where Diesel 
is back offering such sage advice as “with more members in our pack we can bring down a 
moose,” and where her nemesis, Morgan, wants to be her bestie and help them both improve 
their social lives before high school starts in September.

Naomi has six days until she visits her destiny again. Can she learn to swim and keep Diesel out 
of the street? Is it possible to bring her parents back together? Does adorable Simon actually like 
her? Or is it all a hallucination? But if it is, why is her watch stopped at the exact time that she 
drowned in that previous lifetime? Diesel knows why, and will share what he knows only after 
they are both safe.

Sylvia McNicoll is the author of over thirty novels. Bringing up Beauty, her guide dog story, won the 
Silver Birch Award, and Crush.Candy.Corpse was shortlisted for the Red Maple and Arthur Ellis 
awards. Her books have been translated into many languages, including Finnish, German, Hungarian, 
Korean, Norwegian, Russian, Spanish and Swedish. Sylvia lives in Burlington, Ontario where she 
writes, keeps up a busy schedule of school visits, and teaches writing for children part-time.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

A Canadian Children's Book Centre Best Book of 2022, Starred Selection

"I can't think of a category of 
reader who won't love this book. 
Sylvia McNicoll has done it again." 
―CM Magazine



"Anxiety and anticipation are 
balanced with hope and action. 
Naomi is uncertain and treads 
carefully through her second 
chance at what may be the last 
week of her life. Diesel, on the 
other hand, is sure of both 
himself and Naomi. What the dog 
seems to know is that Naomi is 
strong and capable." —Quill & 
Quire


“Well-crafted and widely 
recommended" —Oakville News



"A lovely story about the 
messiness of families and learning 
to trust and believe in yourself. 
Most of all, it’s a story about 
friendship — both the two- and 
four-legged kind." —Susin Nielsen, 
author of Tremendous Things



"Sylvia McNicoll has once again 
crafted a story filled with heart. 
An entertaining story about 
finding friends — human and 
furry — who see the real you." —
Colleen Nelson, author of 
Harvey Comes Home
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Middle Grade

Publication:
May 2023
DCB/Cormorant Books

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
DCB/Cormorant Books

Up for Grabs
Michelle Mulder
Thirteen-year-old artist Frida uncovers an art heist.

Frida and her older brother, Zac, have lived all over the world since they were orphaned when 
Frida was a baby. Now their last relative, their grandmother, has died and they’ve returned to 
the Pacific Northwest city where they were born to clear out her house over the summer.

To Frida’s surprise, Grandma lived in a castle – and it’s packed with treasures! Treasures that Zac 
is carefully selling off, piece by piece, while Frida explores the neighbourhood. She soon meets 
Hazeem, another temporary summer resident, who has experienced his own recent losses and is 
excited to have a new friend. When Frida discovers a painting hidden in secret compartment in 
an old desk, she and Hazeem team up to find out where it came from. As their investigation 
unfolds, Frida starts to suspect that someone might be after the castle’s treasures, and she 
uncovers some decades-old family secrets.

Michelle Mulder is the author of 17 books for young people, including the novels The Vegetable 
Museum, Out of the Box, Not a Chance, and After Peaches. Their non-fiction has won the 
Children’s Literature Roundtable of Canada Information Book Award (Pedal It!, 2014) and has been 
chosen as a Library Guild Selection (Pocket Change, 2016). Their books have been shortlisted for 
numerous other honors, too, including the Silver Birch, Hackmatack, Green Earth, Rocky Mountain, 
and Red Cedar Book Awards, and been translated into Korean, French, Brazilian Portuguese, German, 
Finnish, Swedish, Norwegian, and Hungarian. When not writing, Michelle can be found speaking at 
schools, traveling, foraging wild foods with their daughter, gardening, or walking along the beach 
near their home in Victoria, British Columbia.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

Praise for Michelle Mulder:

“A deeply satisfying story about 
family, friendship and the power 
of community.” –The Globe and 
Mail, reviewing The Vegetable 
Museum



“Mulder’s spare prose neither 
makes light of a delicate issue 
nor paints it with a broad brush. 
Quietly perceptive and 
provocative.” –Kirkus Reviews, 
Starred Review for Not a Chance
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Middle Grade

Publication:
April 2024
Nancy Paulsen Books/Penguin

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
Nancy Paulsen Books/Penguin

Averil Offline
Amy Noelle Parks
From award winning author Amy Noelle Parks, AVERIL OFFLINE is a contemporary middle 
grade novel that takes on the current surveillance culture around parenting to give The 
Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler a modern-day update.

Averil Frye is tired of her parents using a surveillance app to track every detail of her life so she 
teams up with a new friend to stop the app's creator from making it even more powerful!

Twelve-year-old coder Averil Frye cannot do anything without her parents knowing. Her mom 
uses the Ruby Slippers app on Averil’s phone (Slogan: There’s no place like home!) to check up on 
every detail of Averil’s life—where she is, who she texts, and even what she eats for lunch. So 
when Averil learns that Ruby Slippers is about to become even more powerful, she panics and 
decides to team up with Max McClaren, the new kid at school whose wealthy parents are even 
more protective than hers. Following a trail of clues, Averil and Max run away to a nearby college 
campus to find the reclusive creator of Ruby Slippers. Together, they hope they can stop him 
from giving their parents even more control of their lives.

Amy Noelle Parks is a professor of education at Michigan State University, the real-life model for the 
fictional campus Averil and Max visit. Her middle grade debut, Summer of Brave, made both School 
Library Journal’s and Kirkus’s 2021 lists of Best Middle Grade Books and was selected for the 2022 
ALA Rise: A Feminist Book Project list. Amy is also the author of two young adult romantic comedies, 
The Quantum Weirdness of the Almost-Kiss and Lia and Beckett’s Abracadabra. She’s currently 
finishing up her MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults at Vermont College of Fine Arts.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins and Elizabeth Bennett
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com; elizabeth@transatlanticagency.com

Praise for Summer of Brave: 



Kirkus Best Middle-Grade Family Stories of 2021

School Library Journal Best Middle Grade Books 2021

The Best Children's Books of the Year 2022, Bank Street College

"With compassion, wry humor, 
and pinpoint accuracy, Parks 
weaves the multiple challenges 
facing adolescent girls into a 
compelling, seamless narrative. 
Timely, insightful, and highly 
recommended."―Kirkus Reviews 
starred review



"A first purchase for middle grade 
collections as well as book clubs 
for this age range."―School 
Library Journal starred review
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Middle Grade

Publication:
Spring 2023
TarcherPerigree

Film/TV:
Not Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (NA): TarcherPerigee

English (ANZ): Scholastic 
Australia

English (UK/Commonwealth): 
Scholastic UK

Arabic: Jarir Bookstore

Romanian: Grupul Editorial 
ART (book 1)

The Odd 1s Out Journal
James Rallison
Over one million The Odd 1s Out books sold! Over 18 million subscribers to The Odd 1s Out 
channel on YouTube! Netflix series Oddballs coming later this year in 192 markets worldwide!

A worldwide phenomenon, James Rallison's The Odd 1s Out is a juggernaut that has spawned 
two New York Times bestselling books, The Odd 1s Out: How to Be Cool and Other Things I 
Definitely Learned from Growing Up and The Odd 1s Out: The First Sequel, The Odd 1s Out Doodle 
Book, and now The Odd 1s Out Journal. With more than one million copies sold, and mega-hits in 
both the United States and Australia, fans simply cannot get enough.

It’s time to get personal in the first ever interactive journal from The Odd 1s Out!



In this one-of-a-kind journal, fans of the New York Times bestselling Odd 1s Out series can share, 
create, and bare it all. With prompts ranging from choosing your desert island snack fave and 
doodling your childhood imaginary friends to divulging your deepest darkest secrets (and then 
wildly scribbling over them in marker), both serious journalers and journaling newbies will have a 
blast filling this in.



Get ready to get real, because it’s time to write about the oddest one of all: YOU!

JAMES RALLISON has been drawing comics since he was eight years old. At age sixteen, James 
created the webcomic The Odd 1s Out, which now comprises hundreds of comics and which 
expanded into the number one animation channel on YouTube with more than eighteen million 
subscribers around the world. His first animated series, Oddballs, based on The Odd 1s Out, which 
James co-created and co-wrote with veteran showrunner Ethan Banville, and in which he stars, 
debuts on Netflix in October 2022.

Represented by: Timothy Travaglini
Contact: tim@transatlanticagency.com

In these highly-illustrated full-
color collections, Rallison 
shares his hard-earned advice and 
hilarious stories about the ups 
and downs of growing up as the 
“odd one out” in the funny, 
relatable voice his fans love. Each 
story is filled with the little 
lessons he picked up along the 
way, serious and otherwise. Filled 
with original, never-before-seen 
material, these tongue-in-cheek 
stories take on some of the 
weirdest, funniest parts of life. 
Perfect for both avid followers 
and new converts. 



Draw, color, and create with The 
Odd 1s Out Doodle Book! In this 
official, one-of-a-kind activity 
book, fans of the New York Times 
bestselling Odd 1s Out series can 
step into the world of James 
Rallison to draw, create, and put 
yourself into the scene. Draw the 
future in James’ crystal ball, 
scribble all over the walls like 
baby James, sketch out the 
lifecycle of Harry the Moth, come 
up with some entirely original 
phrases that no one has ever said 
out loud before, and so much 
more!
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Middle Grade

Publication:
September 2023
Orca Book Publishers

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): Orca 
Book Publishers

The Boy, the Cloud, and the 
Very Tall Tale
Heather Smith
A fantasy novel for fans of Jonathan Auxier and Roald Dahl, filled with magic, folklore and 
adventure.

Two years after the death of his mother, Ewan’s father disappeared. As far as his little sister, 
Flora, and his grandfather, Grumple, are concerned, his father was swept away by a magical 
cloud. But Ewan knows it’s a cover, though what it is covering up, he can't be sure—he is certain 
his father wouldn’t leave willingly.

When he meets Mr. So-and-So, the owner of the mysterious Notion Shop, he is inspired to take 
destiny into his own hands. With his grandfather’s most reliable horse, the normally timid Ewan 
sets off from his home in Bucket Cove on a journey that will test his belief in himself while 
unraveling the secrets of his father’s disappearance. When he is joined by Flora and Mr. So-and-
So, he comes to understand that even grown-ups sometimes struggle to process their feelings, 
and that by showing compassion to others, we can begin to show compassion to ourselves.

Heather Smith is the author of four published YA novels, the most recent of which, Barry Squires, 
Full Tilt, was longlisted for the Dublin Literary Award; the middle grade verse novel Ebb & Flow, 
which won the TD Canadian Children's Literature Award; and five published picture books (Angus All 
Aglow, A Plan for Pops, The Phone Booth in Mr. Hirota’s Garden, Slowpoke the Bell Island Mine 
Horse, and Annie’s Cat is Sad). The books in her body of work have either won or been shortlisted 
for virtually every Canadian children’s literature prize, and been translated into Basque, Complex 
Chinese, Italian, Korean, Persian, Portuguese (Brazil), Simplified Chinese, and Spanish.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

Praise for Barry Squires, Full Tilt: 

“Barry’s quest for footloose fame 
instead takes him on a grand tour 
of humanity. . . . Offbeat, quirky, 
and full of heart.” —Kirkus 
Reviews



“[T]his is one foot-stompingly 
enjoyable, while also heart-
rending, read.” —Quill & Quire
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Middle Grade

Publication:
June 2023
HarperCollins Canada

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (World): HarperCollins 
Canada

The Grover School Pledge
Wanda Taylor
THE GROVER SCHOOL PLEDGE novel follows Arlaina, a young Black girl, and her diverse 
classmates who band together to right a systemic wrong in their school and speak truth to 
power.

THE GROVER SCHOOL PLEDGE is a mesmerizing and honest narrative that tackles subtle yet 
painful racial taunts. This story is told from the point of view of a young, inspirational, go-getter, 
Arlaina Jefferson.

Arlaina Jefferson is eager to prove herself. Tasked with caring for her cousin’s rabbit Obeena, 
Arlaina knows all that stands between her and the grown-up world of middle school is one year 
of staying out of trouble and making sure to clean up Obeena’s turds. It would be easy—if 
growing up didn’t also mean growing wiser.

 

Having faced thoughtless comments from fellow students, Arlaina is already struggling to 
explain the hurt she feels to her best friend, Tina. But when her teacher, Mr. Matthews, asks an 
ignorant question of Nadia’s headscarf, Arlaina has the confirmation that she needs: Mr. 
Matthews is part of a larger problem that plagues Grover School. All those comments that 
Arlaina—and several other students—once brushed off, suddenly smolder under the light of 
truth. Some things just can’t be fixed by Obeena’s warm and fuzzy charms.



Bolstered by her father’s experience in the Million Man March, Arlaina teams up with no-
nonsense Nadia and a host of other Grover School students to right a systemic wrong. After all, 
proving you’re grown doesn’t always mean staying out of trouble!

Wanda Taylor is a journalist, educator, filmmaker, and author of seven books of fiction and 
nonfiction. Her MG nonfiction book, Birchtown and the Black Loyalists (Nimbus Publishing) is listed 
as one of the top Black History Month books for youth by the Canadian Children’s Book Center. 
Wanda’s magazine features, essays and poems can be found in various publications and anthologies 
across Canada, the US, and the UK. 



Wanda teaches college courses in Journalism, Communications, and Story Writing for Media, and is a 
Faculty/Mentor in the MFA Creative Non-Fiction Program at King’s College. She also serves as a 
Mentor in the Writers Union of Canada’s BIPOC Connects program, providing mentorship to 
emerging writers of color. She was recently longlisted for the BC Writers Federation’s short story prize 
and shortlisted for the poetry prize. Wanda has won awards for her body of work, including a 
Canadian Association of Journalists Award, and the Women of Excellence Award for Arts and 
Culture. She is currently writing Black Girls Rowing, about how a crew of Black female rowers 
overcame rampant discrimination in the sport, to win the biggest race of their careers.

Represented by: Chelene Knight
Contact: chelene@transatlanticagency.com
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Graphic Novel

Publication:
Fall 2023
Balzer & Bray/HarperCollins

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available Spring 2022

Rights Sold:
North America: Balzer & Bray/
HarperCollins

The Fox Maidens
Robin Ha
For the fans of Mulan and Princess Mononoke, The Fox Maidens is a coming of age tale 
inspired by the Korean folklore of Gumiho, the nine-tailed fox.

Kai is a 14-year-old girl with a talent for martial arts who discovers that she is a half fox demon 
planted by Gumiho, a vengeful demon with a history with Kai's parents. Kai is determined to 
prevent herself from becoming Gumiho's instrument of death while discretely using her power 
for the good of society. When the fear and jealousy pushed people to turn their back on Kai, she 
is faced with tough choices to keep her loved ones safe while being true to herself.

Robin Ha (She/her) is a Korean American cartoonist based in Washington DC. She is the author and 
the illustrator of Almost American Girl, a graphic novel memoir, and Cook Korean!: A Comic Book 
With Recipes, a New York Times bestselling cookbook graphic novel. Robin Ha grew up reading and 
drawing comics in Seoul, South Korea, and moved to the United States at age fourteen. After 
graduating from the Rhode Island School of Design, she moved to New York City and worked in the 
fashion industry for several years before diving into comics. Her Harvey award-nominated graphic 
novel memoir, Almost American Girl depicts her unexpected move from Korea to Huntsville, AL in 
1995, and dealing with the culture shock and the language barrier as she struggles to adapt to life in 
the United States.

Represented by: Samantha Haywood
Contact: samantha@transatlanticagency.com
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Graphic Novel

Publication:
Book One, Born to be Bad: 2021 

Book Two, The Cursed Bunny: 2022
HarperCollins

Film/TV:
HarperCollins Productions

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
HarperCollins

English (ANZ): Scholastic 
Australia

Spanish (Spain): RBA

Mischief and Mayhem
Book One: Born to be Bad

Book Two: The Cursed Bunny

Ken Lamug
Dog Man meets Despicable Me in this crackling, hilarious middle grade graphic novel series 
from author-illustrator Ken Lamug, starring Mischief and Mayhem—a dynamic duo that falls 
into supervillainy after they’re kicked out of superhero camp.

Born to Be Bad: Before Mischief and Mayhem were ever supervillains, they were just Missy 
and Gizmo, fresh recruits at Superhero camp. Only Missy lied on her hero application and has 
zero powers. Only fellow recruit Melvira stays by Missy's side after she's humiliated. 
Unbeknownst to others, Melvira has a villainous agenda, and it involves stealing all the power 
from anyone super. When Missy is kicked out of superhero school, she and Melvira grow closer 
and Missy crosses the line into villainy as her new alter ego, Mischief. But something about 
Melvira doesn't sit right, and  Missy must battle her former best friend. The stakes are high and 
the battles epic, as the line between hero and villain gets flushed down the toilet.



The Cursed Bunny: Missy already defeated her former best friend, the supervillain Melvira, 
in an epic showdown, so how hard can making friends at middle school be? But when a 
“reformed” Melvira suddenly enrolls at Missy’s school and wants to run for student body 
president . . . Missy knows in her gut that Melvira and her league of supervillains must be up to 
evil again. Then a cursed bunny head begins to turn their town into zombies, and the two may 
have to team up once more to fight the greater evil. Can the former best friends turned 
archenemies still be true sisters-in-trouble?

Ken Lamug was born in the Philippines in 1978 and is now an American author, illustrator, 
photographer and filmmaker. He is best known for his children's picture book A Box Story, co-creator 
of the independent film Vegasland, and his work on street photography. For his illustrative work, he is 
also known under the moniker Rabbleboy. Visit his website www.rabbleboy.com

Represented by: Andrea Cascardi
Contact: andrea@transatlanticagency.com

“Diabolically hysterical fun!” — 
Chris Grabenstein, #1 New York 
Times bestseller



“Packed with thrills and quirky 
humor, Lamug has created 
characters whose personalities 
burst with energy. [A] fast-paced 
story.” — The Horn Book

“The action hurtles along 
through panels of hyperkinetic 
cartoon action and snarky 
banter to a climactic face-off 
featuring epic robot battles, lots 
of slime and toilet paper. A 
rousing kickoff for the Captain 
Underpants crowd.” — Kirkus 
Reviews


“Pilkey fans will likely adore this 
duo who follow their own bliss. 
Lamug’s humor and illustrative 
style are unique, and this take on 
the joy of (limited) villainy is 
fresh, boldly drawn, and playful.” 
— Bulletin of the Center for 
Children’s Books
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Graphic Novel

Publication:
June 2022
Crown

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (NA): Crown

English (ANZ): Scholastic 
Australia (books 1 & 2)

Polish: Virtualo (books 1 & 2)

Tabletop game: Fireside 
Games

Ham Helsing
Book One: Vampire Hunter

Book Two: Monster Hunter

Rich Moyer
The uproarious next installment of the Ham Helsing graphic novel series sees Ham and his 
crew back to fight monsters at mysterious Camp Fish Head Lake!

Reluctant hero Ham Helsing returns with his (mostly) fearless crew, with ninja tree pig Ronin, 
and socially anxious Malcolm by his side. Ham continues to stumble into one ridiculous scrape 
after another. Following the adventures in Ham Helsing: Vampire Hunter the fun continues at a 
mysterious summer camp where anything that could go wrong will!

After an invitation to “peaceful” Camp Fish Head Lake, Ham and his buddies arrive expecting to 
be guests of honor. But there are no staff to be seen, and with kids (and their overprotective 
parents) arriving, they decide to just go with the flow. How hard can it be to keep a few kids out 
of trouble?

 

But the camp turns out to be not so monster-free–and definitely not the kind of lake you want 
to go fishing in! Ham and his friends have their hands full as campers start to go missing and will 
have to work together and trust each other to figure out what’s going on–especially when old 
foes return.

Rich Moyer specializes in the offbeat and irreverent as a syndicated cartoonist and an award-winning 
animator. Ham Helsing: Vampire Hunter is his first children’s graphic novel series. Rich lives in 
Denver, CO with his wife and children. http://richmoyer.com/

Represented by: Timothy Travaglini
Contact: tim@transatlanticagency.com

"[W]ith a high-energy animated 
sensibility, Moyer’s silly romp will 
delight fans with its abundant 
silliness and visual gags…. While 
humor reigns supreme, fast 
pacing, clever character 
development, and a surprise 
ending (that both ties up one arc 
and leaves a tantalizing 
cliffhanger for subsequent 
adventures) add unexpected 
depth." —Kirkus Reviews 



"Ham Helsing is a winner!” —
Lincoln Peirce, artist-author of 
New York Times bestselling series 
Big Nate 


"This gleefully absurd graphic 
novel hits all the right notes of 
middle-grade humor, from snarky 
asides to punny wordplay to 
grossout gags, and hapless Ham is 
an easy Everypig to root for as he 
stumbles his way toward heroism." 
—The Bulletin



"A rollicking, side-splitting good 
time with its silly adventures, 
appealing characters, and 
abundant action." —Kirkus 
Reviews 



"An hysterical story of danger, 
family legacy, friendship, and 
(true) bravery." —Terri Libenson, 
artist-author of the New York 
Times bestselling series Emmie & 
Friends 



"A book for readers of all ages 
(and bacon lovers) to sink their 
teeth into." —Sean Parkes, 
assistant animation director, 
Bob's Burgers
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Graphic Novel

Publication:
April 2019
Little, Brown

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (World): Little, Brown 
— Books 1, 2, 3

Finnish: Otava — Books 1, 2, 
3

Hebrew: Steimatzky–Tchelet 
— Books 1, 2

Norwegian: Gyldendal — 
Books 1, 2, 3

Polish: Empik/Virtualo — 
Books 1, 2, 3

Portuguese (Portugal): 
Edições ASA-LeYa — Books 1, 
2

Turkish: Ithaki Cocuk — 
Books 1, 2, 3

Middle School Misadventures
Book One: Misadventures, Book Two: Operation Hat 
Heist!, and Book Three: Dance Disaster

Jason Platt
Ferris Bueller meets Big Nate in this international hit graphic novel series about fast-talking, 
daydreaming Newell, an everyday hero who succeeds despite his clumsiness and insecurities 
with a little help from his friends.

In Jason Platt's third fun and imaginative Middle School Misadventures graphic novel, Newell’s 
perfectly comfortable life is turned upside down when Mrs. Hendricks announces the upcoming 
school dance (Fart.) and he discovers his dad is dating his math teacher (Double Fart!), sending 
Newell on another desperate mission to keep his life from changing too much, but ultimately 
forcing him to embrace change and grow.

Newell is excited when Mrs. Hendricks announces a school dance! The seventh grade dance last 
year was awesome, and Newell used it to invent his signature move: The Shake and Slide. But 
when Newell realizes this dance is for the entire school, not just the eighth grade, he starts to 
stress about his friends coupling up and the dance ultimately breaking up the gang. Things go 
from bad to worse when Skyler jinxes Newell: he stubs his toe and breaks his arm. And if that 
wasn’t enough, Newell’s dad has started dating again…and specifically starts dating Newell's 
math teacher, Miss Tanner!



When Newell learns of a plot to RUIN the dance, he’s launched into another madcap adventure 
to save the dance and his best friends.

JASON PLATT, a graduate of the Savannah College of Art and Design, wanted to be an artist from a 
young age. With influences like Jim Davis, Berkeley Breathed, Charles M. Schulz, and Mort Drucker, 
his first education in cartooning was as simple as opening up a newspaper or magazine. While 
illustrating for an educational publishing company, Jason first developed his online comic, Mister & 
Me, which ultimately gave birth to Middle School Misadvenures. In 2016, Jason was accepted into 
the National Cartoonists Society by a unanimous vote. He and his family live in Davenport, Iowa. 
www.plattinumpictures.com.

Represented by: Timothy Travaglini
Contact: tim@transatlanticagency.com

"This hilarious graphic novel is a 
great read for anyone in middle 
school or for adults who know 
someone that age." ―School 
Library Connection

"Newell's story is filled with a 
building anxiety that will fill 
middle-schoolers with urgent 
suspense and the sweet relief of 
recognition." ―Booklist

"Tweens will find themselves 
effortlessly involved in this  
story of a young man who must 
learn to accept change and find 
his own role within it." ―School 
Library Journal
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Graphic Novel

Publication:
Spring 2023
TarcherPerigee/Penguin

Film/TV:
Not Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
TarcherPerigee/Penguin

English (UK/ANZ/
Commonwealth) Scholastic 
Australia & Scholastic UK

Oddballs
The Graphic Novel

James Rallison & Ethan Banville
The must-have graphic novel companion to the global hit series Oddballs!

You’ve watched James and Max’s adventures on Netflix, but the fun doesn’t stop there! 
Oddballs: The Graphic Novel brings you even more rant fueled stories where something 
annoys James and he just can’t let it go! Join James, Max, Echo and the people of Dirt on these 
original odd adventures!

Inspired by James Rallison’s incredibly popular YouTube channel The Odd 1s Out, Oddballs 
follows James, his best friend Max (an anthropomorphic crocodile), and Echo, a girl who claims 
to be from the future. Much like on TheOdd1sOut YouTube channel, James can’t help but share 
his views and observations on things we all know and have been annoyed by. Like toasters! Why 
has no one created a smart toaster? And participation trophies. Those things devalue all 
trophies! Featuring five original stories, Oddballs: The Graphic Novel continues James’ 
madcap misadventures with Max, Echo, and the whole town of Dirt!

James Rallison has been drawing comics since he was eight years old. At age sixteen, James created 
the webcomic The Odd 1s Out, which has expanded into a YouTube channel with more than 18 
million subscribers. His Nexflix animated series Oddballs, co-created with Ethan Banville, debuts in 
192 countries in October 2022.



Ethan Banville is the co-creator of Oddballs and a writer-producer with over fifteen years of 
experience in television and film. He has created action sports programming for FUEL TV and 
written for hit shows like iCarly, Drake & Josh, and Johnny Test. He is currently teaching at the Los 
Angeles Film School. In his spare time, he enjoys skateboarding, trail running, and hanging out with 
his wife and their two cats who refuse to let them get a full night’s sleep.

Represented by: Timothy Travaglini
Contact: tim@transatlanticagency.com
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Graphic Novel

Publication:
May 2022
Viking

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
Viking

Your Pal Fred
Michael Rex
From the author/illustrator of Fangbone! and Goodnight Goon comes a zany and hilarious 
graphic novel that shines a light on the humanity inside all of us—even if you’re a robot.

Your Pal Fred is a comedy adventure with a heart of gold. Fred is a lifelike robot programmed 
to be your friend, teach you manners, how to be polite—he's an indefatigable source of positivity 
and encouragement. Our hero, however, awakens to a Mad-Max-like post-apocalyptic world 
where the necessity of survival has hardened even the most average people into gruff, mean-
spirited ruffians.

In book one, even the lowliest person is being conscripted into a senseless ongoing battle 
between Lord Bonkers and Papa Mayhem; and Fred is determined to make friends of these two 
mortal enemies. Played for laughs and filled with non-stop action, Your Pal Fred is set in a 
visually-rich, over-the-top environment, populated by wild characters, but it could not be a more 
timely story. It's ultimately about the courage of kindness and hope in the face of selfishness and 
meanness. Fred is an inspiring protagonist to fall in love with; Pinocchio with a conscience; as 
unstoppably optimistic as SpongeBob; a stranger in a strange land; Mr. Rogers of the Wasteland; 
and, frankly, a hero for our times.

Michael Rex has written and illustrated over 45 books for children, including the New York Times #1 
bestseller Goodnight Goon, & the New York Times bestseller The Runaway Mummy. Goodnight 
Goon spent nine weeks on the New York Times bestseller list, finishing in the #1 slot for two weeks. 
Goon has nearly one million copies in print. He is also the creator of Fangbone: Third Grade 
Barbarian, which became the award-winning animated series Fangbone!

Represented by: Timothy Travaglini
Contact: tim@transatlanticagency.com

★ "In Rex's big-hearted comic ... 
Fred's gentleness proves healing 
in this humorous volume about 
the power of kindness." —
Publishers Weekly, starred review



[T]he buoyant protagonist, goofy 
character designs, and slapstick 
comedy offset the seriousness 
behind the idea of the Wrecked 
World. A graphic novel with 
heart about mediation and good 
relations that will appeal to 
those who enjoy kooky 
characters.” —School Library 
Journal

“Rex combines a silly, adventurous 
romp with a message about love 
and kindness. The illustrations 
capture the story’s energy; the 
action-packed spreads and jagged 
panels make for quick transitions 
during action sequences, and the 
cartoonish visual style turns 
mean characters into harmless 
goofballs.” —Booklist


"In a world of chaos and 
carnage, this robot carries a 
secret weapon . . . reward 
stickers! Another genius idea 
from one of my favorite graphic 
novelists." —Tom Angleberger, 
bestselling author of Geronimo 
Stilton and Origami Yoda



"Fred weathers scorn, slime, and 
worse to make friends, reunite 
long-separated siblings, and 
show even fierce rivals a way to 
peace and forgiveness. A winning 
exhortation, earnest in its 
underpinnings at least, to be the 
change." —Kirkus Reviews
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Graphic Novel

Publication:
Spring 2022
Lionforge/Oni Press

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
Lionforge/Oni Press

Star Beasts
Stephanie Young and Allyson Lassiter
Wanna know the real reason Pluto isn’t a planet anymore? In this lively middle grade graphic 
novel,  Zootopia crashes Star Trek, so it's basically animals in space saving humans... you 
know, like they do!

A secret order of animals, including a librarian goldfish and a tech iguana, engage in a cosmic 
space race to stop Pluto’s Khaos Krill, who is enraged when Pluto is declared not to be a planet 
and in revenge is building the Beast of Destruction and plans to wipe out the creatures of Earth.

Bandit is a pup who leaves his family on Earth to join the secret order of the Star Beasts–cosmic 
creatures sworn to protect Earth and spread goodness throughout the universe. Only thing is, 
he's having trouble fitting in. When powerful galactic relics are suddenly stolen, the Star Beasts 
must band together to find the deadly fossils before Pluto’s evil emperor, Khaos Krill. Krill, 
meanwhile, wants to build the Novataur, an ancient monster that could wipe out all of Earth’s 
species!



Captain Bandit leads the crew on a kick-asteroid space race to collect all the relics. Flashtista, 
the warrior turtle; Clio, the goldfish historian; Karma, the healing tiger; Pep, the techie iguana, 
and the rest of Star Beasts risk their lives to learn that true family is never really lost, and that 
protecting love is the greatest duty of all.

The creators met at Hallmark where Stephanie is editorial director for digital content and Allyson 
designs gift products for kids. Stephanie also writes concepts and scripts for Amazon Skills and VR 
content, while Allyson worked as an online games designer.

Represented by: Fiona Kenshole
Contact: fiona@transatlanticagency.com
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Picture Book

Publication:
May 2022
Greenwillow/HarperCollins

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America) 
HarperCollins

Germany:

Yoshi and the Ocean
A Sea Turtle's Journey Home

Lindsay Moore
Inspired by the extraordinary true story of a turtle who was released into the wild after 20 
years of captivity and swam for days, weeks, years across the wide ocean to finally find 
home.

In 1997, a small injured loggerhead turtle was rescued by Japanese fishermen, given the name 
Yoshi by the crew and taken to an aquarium in South Africa to heal. She lived at the aquarium, 
getting bigger and stronger, making many friends and fans, until she was released back into the 
ocean in 2017.

Scientists attached a satellite tracker to her shell and were able to follow her incredible journey.

Yoshi travelled for 982 days

Yoshi swan 24, 862 miles

Yoshi navigated the Indian and the Atlantic Ocean

Yoshi sent 21, 167 satellite messages



Her journey was filled with danger, beauty, adventure, mystery, discovery, science and surprise. 
Her journey was wide like the wild, curving over the surface of the earth, between two 
continents, in darkness and daylight.



This stunningly original heart-warming story is illustrated with breathtaking art from a gifted 
creator who understands both the magic and the science of the deep.

Author and illustrator Lindsay Moore is an artist and marine biologist. Her acclaimed debut, Sea 
Bear was described by SLJ as "an artful and expressive take on the effects of global warming", while 
her illustrations for Rosanne Parry's Whale of the Wild earned indie bestseller status. It was 
translated into several languages. Lindsay studied marine biology and fine art at Southampton 
College, Long Island, and earned her master of science in medical and scientific illustration at 
Augusta University.

Represented by: Fiona Kenshole
Contact: fiona@transatlanticagency.com
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Picture Book

Publication:
2021-2023
Islandport Press

Film/TV:
Not Available

Materials:
Books Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
Islandport Press

Arabic (Books 1-3): Jarir 
Bookstore

Greek (Books 1-4): Dioptra

Hungarian (Books 1 & 2): 
Centrál

Italian (Book 1): Il Castoro

Romanian (Books 1-4): 
Didactica Publishing House

Russian (Book 1): Career Press

Simplified Chinese (Books 
1-4): Phoenix Fine Arts 
Publishing Ltd.

Ukrainian (Books 1-4): LLC 
Chitarium

The Hector Fox Series
Hector Fox and the Giant Quest, Hector Fox and the 
Raven's Revenge, Hector Fox and the Daring Flight, and 
Hector Fox and the Map of Mystery

Astrid Sheckels
A four-book series of charmingly illustrated picture books about Hector and his friends.

In HECTOR FOX AND THE GIANT QUEST, Lucy Skunk says, "I wish fairy tales were real." Lucy's 
wish was all it took for Hector Fox and his merry band of woodland friends to set out on an 
adventure beyond the friendly Green Wood. They had all heard a rumor of an enormous, 
shadowy stranger living in the Forbidden Marsh. Was it a fairy-tale giant? The five friends set out 
on a quest to learn the truth, and with some unexpected help, make a giant discovery.  



In HECTOR FOX AND THE RAVENGE'S REVENGE, as a growing flock of ravens circles the 
Stone Tower where they live, three scared mice send a desperate note to Hector Fox, seeking 
help. Was the long-feared Raven’s Revenge finally coming true? Did danger lie ahead?

In HECTOR FOX AND THE DARING FLIGHT, on a lazy summer day, Hector Fox and his friends 
watch a kite soar on reh afternoon breeze and get a crazy idea: they also want to fly like a bird.



In HECTOR FOX AND THE MAP OF MYSTERY, hoping to find a secret treasure, the friends set 
off into the woods on their latest adventure. When a gang of coyotes capture them, steal the 
map, lock them in a tunnel, it will take brains, bravery, and teamwork to escape and discover the 
true meaning of treasure.

Astrid Sheckels is the author/illustrator of Nic and Nellie (Islandport Press), which won the 
Moonbeam Award for Best Picture Book. She is the illustrator of The Scallop Christmas (Islandport 
Press) and The Fish House Door (Islandport Press).

Represented by: Amy Tompkins
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com

HECTOR FOX AND THE GIANT QUEST, 2022 Moonbeam Gold Medal Winner for Best 
Illustrator

HECTOR FOX AND THE RAVEN'S REVENGE, 2022 Moonbeam Gold Medal Winner for Best 
Picture Book
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Picture Book

Publication:
September 2023
Beaming Books

Film/TV:
Available

Materials:
Manuscript Available

Rights Sold:
English (North America): 
Beaming Books

Be Your Own Bird
Russ Willms
BE YOUR OWN BIRD is book about mindfulness, self-acceptance, confidence, and bird yoga 
(yes, you read that correctly…).

Pickles is a bird who doesn't follow the flock. Will the flock learn to follow Pickles?

Pickles was a bird of a different feather. While the flock stuck together – Pickles did her own 
thing. While they practiced their downward spirals – Pickles practiced her downward dog. And 
while they chattered away, Pickles often chose to remain quiet.   When danger arrives, Pickles is 
the only bird who isn’t scared. Will the flock learn from Pickles or will they all become Hawk 
soup?

Russ Willms is the author/illustrator of Elephants Don’t Belong in Trees (Orca 2020), Who Will Pull 
Santa’s Sleigh? (Clarion 2021) and Quiet Please (Orca 2022) and the forthcoming Parker’s Place 
(Clarion 2023). He is also the illustrator of three picture books including Brewster Rooster (Kids Can 
Press), which was a Governor General's Award Finalist.

Represented by: Amy Tompkins and Elizabeth Bennett
Contact: amy@transatlanticagency.com; elizabeth@transatlanticagency.com
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Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

Eat Bugs 2: Pitch Partners
Heather Alexander with Laura D'Asaro and Rose Wang
The second book in the sensational series inspired by the true story of two friends who landed 
a deal on Shark Tank. Sixth-grade students-turned-entrepreneurs are on a mission to save the 
world, one bug at a time!



Also available: Eat Bugs: Project StartUp, the first book in the series which introduces Hallie 
and Jaye — two strong-willed girls who come together to start a buzz-worthy business for 	
their school’s pitch competition.




 Elizabeth Bennett & Amy Tompkins; elizabeth@transatlanticagency.com & 
amy@transatlanticagency.com
Represented by:

Publication:
Fall 2021
Publisher:
English (World): Penguin 
Workshop

Korean (Book 1): Charliebook

Film/TV: Sesame Workshop

Little Lunch Truck
Charles Beyl

Publication:
May 2021
Publisher:
English (World): Feiwel & 
Friends/Macmillan

Micah McKinney and the Boys of Summer          
Nina Chapman

Micah hopes to undergo a miracle transformation this summer — one that will bring with it new 
friends, a fresh start, and boobs... preferably the round kind. If that happens then maybe she can 
finally forget about the disaster she'd become in 6th grade. Micah and her dad have just moved 
away from Micah’s childhood home to put some space between themselves and the secret burden 
they both bare. Upon arrival Micah is introduced to the welcoming and confident Water’s twins, 
Luke and Megan. Micah is surprised to find herself juggling their two worlds. The world with Luke 
and his band of neighborhood boys who challenge Micah in feats of strength, crowning her The Big 
Kahuna. And Megan’s world full of lip gloss and gossip where she dabbles in the fine art of being a 
girl.

Represented by: Elizabeth Bennett & Amy Tompkins; elizabeth@transatlanticagency.com & 
amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
Spring 2020
Publisher:
English (World): Capstone

Hungarian: Manó Könyvek 
Kiadó Kft

The Signs and Wonders of Tuna Rashad
Natasha Deen

Tuna Rashad is not “stupidstitious.” She is, however, cool with her Caribbean heritage, which means 
she is always on the lookout for messages from loved ones who have passed on. But ever since 
Robby became a widower, all he does is hang out at the house, mock Tuna for following in their 
ancestors’ traditions, and meddle in her life. Tuna needs to break free from her brother’s loving but 
over-bearing ways and get him a life. Based on the signs, her ancestors are on board. They also 
seem to be on board with helping Tuna win over her crush, Tristan Dangerfield.



Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
June 2022
Publisher:
English (North America): 
Running Press Teens
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Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

Alice Fleck's Recipes for Disaster
Rachelle Delaney

Alice’s father is a culinary historian, and for as long as she can remember, she’s been helping him 
recreate meals from the past—a hobby she prefers to keep secret from kids her age. But when her 
father’s new girlfriend enters them into a cooking competition at a Victorian festival, Alice finds 
herself and her hobby thrust into the spotlight.




Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
May 2021
Publisher:
English (North America): 
Puffin Canada

Beware the Night
Jessika Fleck

Seventeen-year-old Veda knows that worshipping the Sun will protect her and her grandfather from 
the enemy rebels of the Night. But when Veda's grandfather is offered up as the next sacrificial 
offering to the Sun, she starts to see that safety comes at a dangerous price. And perhaps she has 
more incommon with the Night than she realized. Will the glassblower's apprentice help her find 
out who she really is?




Represented by: Fiona Kenshole; fiona@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:

May 2019
Publisher:
English (North America): 
Macmillan

Tell Me When You Feel Something
Vicki Grant

It seemed like a cool part-time program -- being a simulated patient for med school students to 
practice on. But now vivacious, charismatic Viv lies in a very real coma. What really happened? 
Other kids suspect it was not an intentional overdose -- but each has a reason why they can't tell 
the truth. Through intertwining and conflicting narratives, a twisted story unfolds of trust betrayed 
as we sift through the seemingly innocent events leading up to the tragic night.




Represented by: Fiona Kenshole; fiona@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
Spring 2021
Publisher:
English (North America): 
Penguin Random House

Almost American Girl
Robin Ha

Publication:

Publisher:
North America: Balzer & Bray/
HarperCollins for Spring 2020, 
Korean Gilbutschool 

Books Available
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Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

Greatest Hits

The Secret Diary of Mona Hasan
Salma Hussain

Over the course of one year, Mona falls in love, speaks up to protect her younger sister, loses her 
best friend to the new girl at school, has summer adventures with her cousins in Pakistan, 
immigrates to Canada, and pursues her ambition to be a feminist and a poet. The Secret Diary of 
Mona Hasan is about what it means to be a girl, a woman, and a heroine. It’s also about evolution, 
immigration, standing up, and growing up.



Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
May 2022
Publisher:
English (North America): 
Tundra Books/PRH Canada

The Edge of Everywhen
Allison Mackey

Narrated by a book with magical powers this is the story of Piper, a 13-year-old self-proclaimed 
book nerd whose world has been upended after the death of her mother and her autistic little 
brother (and best friend) Phoenix  who are forced to move a thousand miles away from everything 
familiar and live with their rich, estranged aunt.





Represented by: Elizabeth Bennett & Amy Tompkins; elizabeth@transatlanticagency.com & 
amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
Spring 2020
Publisher:
English (North America): B&H 
Kids/Lifeway

Russian: Phoenix

A Struggle for Hope
Carol Matas

Ruth Mendenberg survived the Holocaust; now she finds herself in a war zone once more, as Israel 
struggles for its existence. Injured and unable to fight, Ruth uses stories to calm orphaned and 
wounded children at a hospital behind the front lines. And those stories take her back to her time in 
the concentration camp -- the horrors she saw, the quiet heroism of fellow prisoners, and the 
friends she made and lost.





Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
October 2021
Publisher:
English (World): Scholastic 
Canada

French (Canada): Scholastic 
Canada

Fragile Bones: Harrison & Anna
Lorna Schultz Nicholson

Told in the alternating voices of Harrison and Anna, Fragile Bones is the story of two teens whose 
lives intertwine in unexpected ways. Each one-to-one novel tells the story of a different pair of 
teens participating in the Best Buddies program at Sir Winston Churchill Secondary School.






Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
Fall 2015
Publisher:
English (North America): Red 
Deer Press
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Greatest Hits

A Time to Run: Stuart & Sam
Lorna Schultz Nicholson

Stuart can run like the wind. It's a skill that has come in handy for him all his life. Born with fetal 
alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD), Stuart has learned to run away from all kinds of trouble — at 
least, if he can recognize it. Sometimes it's hard for him to know when a friend really is a friend or 
when he's just bad news.





Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:

Spring 2018
Publisher:

English (North America): Red 

Deer Press

Bent Not Broken: Madeline & Justin
Lorna Schultz Nicholson

Meet Madeline and Justin. Before Madeline's bike accident left her with a traumatic brain injury, she 
and her twin sister were inseparable. So were her parents. But now, Madeline's parents are divorced 
and Becky has become rebellious, angry, and sneaky. Even worse, she doesn't seem to want 
Madeline around anymore.






Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
Spring 2017
Publisher:
English (North America): Red 
Deer Press

Born With: Erika & Gianni
Lorna Schultz Nicholson

Meet Erika and Gianni: One is a fifteen-year-old girl who loves to dance and sing and make people 
laugh. She tells people that she was born with an extra gene, but her sister has to buy hers at the 
mall (ha, ha!!).






Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
Winter 2016
Publisher:
English (North America): Red 
Deer Press

Dear Peter, Dear Ulla
Barbara Nickel

Shortlisted for the BC and Yukon Book Prizes, the MYRC Awards, and the High Plains Book Award.

Ulla lives in Danzig, a city that has just been occupied by the Nazis, and Peter lives on a farm in a 
Mennonite community in Saskatchewan. What had been an easy and entertaining connection 
between Peter, a talented pianist, and Ulla, who is gifted at drawing, becomes fraught with 
unthinkable questions. Are they supposed to consider each other enemies now that Canada and 
Germany are at war? What makes a person your enemy? What makes a person your friend? Is 
violence ever a good solution to conflict?



Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
September 2021
Publisher:
English (World): Thistledown 
Press
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The Quantum Weirdness of the Almost-
Kiss
Amy Noelle Parks

Caleb knows the girl never falls for the funny best friend when there's a mysterious stranger 
around, he decides to use an online forum to capture Evie’s interest. Now, he’s got Evie wondering 
if it’s possible to fall in love with a boy she’s never met. Told in the alternating voices of Evie and 
Caleb, The Quantum Weirdness of the Almost-Kiss is a YA romantic comedy, sure to 
satisfy fans of Jenny Han, Rainbow Rowell and Stephanie Perkins.



Represented by: Elizabeth Bennett & Amy Tompkins; elizabeth@transatlanticagency.com & 
amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
January 2021
Publisher:
English (World): Abrams

German: WJB/Rowohlt

Polish: Wydawnictwo 
Literackie

Russian: Piter

Turkish: Ren Kitap

Film/TV: Shay Rudolph

36 Questions That Changed My Mind 
About You
Vicki Grant

Publication:

Publisher:
World Rights Available Ex:

World English, Running Press 
(U.K. & Commonwealth, Hot 
Key/Bonnier Zaffre; U.S. 
Audio, Hachette Audio); 
Brazilian Portuguese, Record 
Galera; Bulgarian, Egmont; 
Dutch, Luitinhg; Film/TV, 
DHX; French, Michel Lafon; 
German, Random House; 
Hebrew, Yedioth; Hungarian, 
Many Konyvek; Indonesian, 
Gramedia PT; Italian, 
Mondadori; Korean, 
Frombooks; Polish, Publicat; 
Portuguese, LeYa; Serbian, 
Vulkan; Spanish, Planeta; 
Turkish, Penguen

The Unlikely Hero of Room 13B
Teresa Toten

When Adam meets Robyn at a support group for kids coping with obsessive-compulsive disorder, 
he is drawn to her almost before he can take a breath. He's determined to protect and defend her 
whatever the cost. But when you're fourteen and the everyday problems of dealing with divorced 
parents and step-siblings are supplemented by the challenges of OCD, it's hard to imagine yourself 
falling in love. How can you have a "normal" relationship when your life is so fraught with problems?





Represented by: Samantha Haywood; samantha@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
August 2013
Publisher:
World Rights Available Ex:

English Canada exclusive and 
Open Market nonexclusive: 
Random House

US: Delacorte

US Audio: Listening Library 

World German: Bertelsmann 
Random House

Portuguese in Brazil: Editora 
Bertrand Brasil

Russia: AST License Limited

World Dutch: Gottmer 
Children's Books

Simplified Chinese: Uni-
wisdon International 
Newspaper Publishing

World Turkish: Pegasus

UK English: Walker UK

World Korean: See & Talk 
Publishing

Beware That Girl
Teresa Toten

Represented by: Samantha Haywood; samantha@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:

Publisher:
World Rights Available Ex:

U.S., Delacorte, Spring 2016; 
Canada English, Doubleday 
Canada, Spring 2016; UK/AUS/
NZ: Hot Key; German, Fischer, 
Spring 2017; Spanish, Penguin 
Random House, Spring 2015; 
French, Hachette Jeunesse; 
Portuguese in Brazil, Record; 
Dutch, Gottmer; Russian, AST 
Publishers

Turkish, Pegasus Publishers; 
Audio, Random Audio



Korea, Golden Time

Film rights, Awesomeness TV

Edited Manuscript Available
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Eight Days
Teresa Toten

Publication:
2022
Publisher:
Canada (English): Scholastic

Mystery of the Bear Cub
Tamra Wight & Carl DiRocco

The boys are down in the dumps—literally! Someone is dumping trash on the Wilder Family 
Campground’s property. It’s bad for the campground, and bad for the wildlife there, too. When 
Cooper, Packrat, and Roy find a fox in the woods with its head stuck in a jar, they know it’s time to 
investigate. But when the boys start digging, they stumble headlong into the path of a garbage 
truck and a hungry black bear.





Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
2017
Publisher:
English (World): Islandport 
Press

Mystery of the Eagle's Nest
Tamra Wight & Carl DiRocco

Trouble has returned to Wilder Family Campground. When Cooper and Packrat find their geocache 
box full of illegal eagle claws, beaks, and feathers, their lazy summer is over. Someone wants those 
valuable parts back. And if they can’t get the parts back, they’ll settle for holding one of the rare 
Pine Lake eaglets hostage instead. Cooper, Packrat, and Roy must elude two goons, tolerate an 
annoying teenager, keep tabs on a shady new camper, and stake out the eagle’s nest—all without 
getting grounded.



Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
2016
Publisher:
English (World): Islandport 
Press

Mystery of the Lost Lynx
Tamra Wight with illustrations by Carl DiRocco

Their favorite campground is opening for winter break, so Cooper, Packrat, Roy, and Summer are 
excited for snowy fun while helping to plan a winter festival. But when they see a lynx kit wearing a 
pet collar, watch a reckless snowmobiler dash across the ice, and are warned about a dangerous 
poacher, the young detectives and some cool new friends set off on their most exciting adventure 
yet. Can they solve the mystery and protect the camp’s wildlife from poachers before it’s too late?




Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
June 2022
Publisher:
English (North America): 
Islandport Press
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Mystery of the Missing Fox
Tamra Wight & Carl DiRocco

An accident puts Cooper’s dad in the hospital, and he and his friends find a fox caught in an illegal 
trap on the campground’s land. Then kits start to go missing from the fox den. Who would want to 
catch foxes? And why? Cooper, Packrat, and Roy must protect the den, find the kits, and rule out 
Summer, the new girl who lives across the lake, as a suspect. Juggling new campground duties, 
feeling guilty over his father’s accident, and desperate to help the fox kits, Cooper must make some 
tough decisions about who—and what—should come first.



Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
2017
Publisher:
English (World): Islandport 
Press

Mystery on Pine Lake
Tamra Wight & Carl DiRocco

Trouble has come to the Wilder Family Campground and Pine Lake, where a family of loons is trying 
to build a nest. Someone is out to harm the loons. Is it the bully with a chip on his shoulder? The 
irritable camper with a shady past? Or the publicity-seeking reporter? It's up to new friends Cooper 
& Packrat to figure out who, why, and how to stop the culprit—before it's too late.





Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
2015
Publisher:
English (World): Islandport 
Press


Mountain Runaways
Pam Withers

First an avalanche in the Canadian Rocky Mountains kills their parents. Then Children’s Services 
threatens to separate them. That’s when the three Gunnarsson kids decide to run away into the 
mountains and fend for themselves until the oldest turns eighteen and becomes their legal 
guardian.





Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
January 2022
Publisher:
English (World [Audio: 
Blackstone Audio]): Dundurn 
Press

Drone Chase
Pam Withers

When his orphan bear cub goes missing, sixteen-year-old drone enthusiast Ray McLellan decides to 
use his airborne spying skills to find it. Little does he know that a bear-poaching gang operating in 
the surrounding forest has drones too — and a cold welcome for those who would attempt to take 
them down.





Represented by: Amy Tompkins; amy@transatlanticagency.com

Publication:
January 2021
Publisher:
English (World): Dundurn 
Press
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about transatlantic



We  ac kn o w l e d ge  t h e  sup p o r t  o f  t h e  Can ad a  Co un c i l  fo r  t h e  A r t s .  



No us  re me rc i o n s  l e  Co n se i l  d e s  a r t s  d u  Can ad a  d e  so n  so ut i e n .  
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